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Abstract

With the recent advances in video and 3D understand-
ing, novel 4D spatio-temporal methods fusing both concepts
have emerged. Towards this direction, the Ego4D Episodic
Memory Benchmark proposed a task for Visual Queries with
3D Localization (VQ3D). Given an egocentric video clip
and an image crop depicting a query object, the goal is to
localize the 3D position of the center of that query object
with respect to the camera pose of a query frame. Current
methods tackle the problem of VQ3D by unprojecting the
2D localization results of the sibling task Visual Queries
with 2D Localization (VQ2D) into 3D predictions. Yet, we
point out that the low number of camera poses caused by
camera re-localization from previous VQ3D methods sev-
erally hinders their overall success rate. In this work, we
formalize a pipeline (we dub EgoLoc) that better entangles
3D multiview geometry with 2D object retrieval from egocen-
tric videos. Our approach involves estimating more robust
camera poses and aggregating multi-view 3D displacements
by leveraging the 2D detection confidence, which enhances
the success rate of object queries and leads to a significant
improvement in the VQ3D baseline performance. Specifi-
cally, our approach achieves an overall success rate of up
to 87.12%, which sets a new state-of-the-art result in the
VQ3D task1. We provide a comprehensive empirical analysis
of the VQ3D task and existing solutions, and highlight the
remaining challenges in VQ3D. The code is available at
https://github.com/Wayne-Mai/EgoLoc.

1. Introduction
Time moves forward, from the past to the future, and we

cannot turn it back. But our minds have a special ability
to remember past events, almost as if we are traveling back
in time. This ability is called Episodic Memory, and it’s

1https://eval.ai/web/challenges/challenge-page/
1646/leaderboard/3947

A:(ΔX, ΔY, ΔZ)Q : Where is my water bottle         ?

Figure 1. Visual Query with 3D Localization Task in Egocen-
tric Videos. Given an egocentric video clip and an image crop
depicting a query object, the goal is to localize the last time a query
object was seen in the video and return the 3D displacement vector
from the camera center of the query frame to the center of the object
in 3D.

unique to humans [88]. It’s more than just remembering
facts; it’s about reliving past experiences, knowing when
they happened, and understanding that they happened to us
[88]. In the pursuit of more human-like AI systems, infusing
Episodic Memory capabilities into our machines holds great
promise, especially in assisting people to recall their past
experiences.

Towards such efforts, the massive-scale dataset and bench-
mark suite Ego4D [26] introduced multiple tasks on Episodic
Memory from egocentric videos, with the scope of brows-
ing and searching past human experiences. Among those
challenges, the task of Visual Queries (VQ) aimed at answer-
ing “Where was object X last seen in the video?”, with X
being a single image crop of an object, clearly visible and
humanly identifiable. In particular, Visual Queries with 3D
Localization (VQ3D) focuses on retrieving the relative 3D
localization of a query object with respect to a current query
frame, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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The task of VQ3D arose from the natural progress in com-
puter vision challenges, building on top of the latest devel-
opment in image understanding [20, 103], video understand-
ing [26, 78], and 3D geometric understanding [74, 30, 31].
Specifically, VQ3D requires a frame-wise understanding of
an egocentric video to localize objects in 2D images, a spe-
cial 2D localization of the object along the temporal dimen-
sion, coupled with a 3D scene understanding to unproject the
2D localization into a 3D environment. Although most of the
effort in Ego4D originates in the field of video understand-
ing, little effort has been paid to improve the meaningful 3D
knowledge needed by VQ3D methods.

Previous work [26] performs camera pose estimation by
relocalizing real egocentric video frames to a Matterport
scan, suffering from the simulation-to-real gap (difference
in the domains and reference coordinates). IT also builds
on 2D localization without proper 3D entanglement. In this
work, we attempt to bridge the gap between video and 3D
scene understanding in VQ3D. In particular, we develop a
pipeline that better entangles 3D multiview geometry with
2D object retrieval from egocentric videos. To fully un-
derstand the 3D scene, our proposed aggregation method
predicts displacement from multiple views by leveraging the
detection scores. This led to state-of-the-art results in the
VQ3D task. We summarize our contributions as follows.

• We formalize the pipeline for the task of Visual Queries
with 3D Localization (VQ3D) from egocentric videos,
with a thorough study of each module. We identify
and solve the Simulation-2-Real gap for camera pose
estimation, and elevate the baseline performance from
8.71% [26] to 77.27%.

• We propose to aggregate multi-view 3D displacements
by employing the 2D detection confidences to weight
predictions and further enhance 3D localization. Our
method (EgoLoc) achieves 87.12% in Overall Success
Rate on the test set of the VQ3D task, significantly
outperforming the baseline and setting new state-of-the-
art results in VQ3D.

• We perform an extensive empirical analysis of different
components and configurations in the VQ3D pipeline,
which aims to benefit future research in the VQ3D
direction.

2. Related Work

2D Detection with Visual Queries. 2D object detection
is an essential computer vision task that involves detect-
ing objects within a 2D image and providing their cor-
responding bounding boxes and class labels. Over the
past few years, deep learning based object detection mod-
els [68, 24, 69, 34, 51, 83, 12] have achieved remarkable per-
formance on several benchmark datasets [52, 20, 21, 27, 44].

However, generalizing trained detectors to unseen classes
and the open world [38, 102] remains a challenge. Specially,
Visual Queries with 2D Localization (VQ2D) [26], the sister
task of VQ3D, given a static image crop of the object and
an egocentric video recording, aims to localize the last ap-
pearance of the object spatially and temporally, producing
a set of bounding boxes for every frame of a continuous
video clip. VQ2D can be considered as an extension of Few-
Shot Detection(FSD) [4, 22], where the detection model
should be able to quickly transfer to unseen categories given
limited new samples. However, both VQ2D [92, 93] and
FSD [39, 64, 96] suffer from false positive detections due to
limited positive examples. In this work, we investigate how
to combine VQ2D components specialized for VQ3D.

Egocentric Video Understanding. The field of computer
vision has witnessed significant advances in understanding
third-person view images and videos [20, 52, 21, 10, 13,
40, 94, 100, 2, 99, 35]. However, the ability to understand
visual data from a first-person perspective is equally crucial
for various research domains, including vision, robotics, and
augmented reality. Despite this, it presents unique challenges
that require specialized research. In recent years, egocentric
vision research has gained substantial attention due to the
availability of egocentric datasets [61, 77, 17, 95, 85, 1, 26].
In response, several studies have been conducted to ad-
dress the challenges associated with first-person views, such
as detecting the camera wearer’s hands [5], privacy pro-
tection [82], human-object interactions [55], gaze estima-
tion [48], human body pose estimation [37], and activity
recognition and detection [42, 7, 49, 41, 57, 66]. Particularly
noteworthy is Ego4D [26], which proposes the Visual Query
localization task, requiring the agent to locate objects with
visual queries in 2D or 3D given recorded egocentric videos.

3D Understanding from Egocentric Video. Research on
3D object detection has been extensively conducted using
images [6, 56, 73, 29], point clouds [23, 79, 65, 46] and
videos [36, 11]. To comprehend and reconstruct 3D scenes
from a set of 2D images, Structure from Motion (SfM) [62]
has been used. SfM can be categorized into geometric-
based methods[74, 45, 58] that use multiview geometry,
learning-based methods [104, 89, 43] that employ deep neu-
ral networks, and hybrid SfM [80, 81] that combine both
approaches. Various SfM methods have been developed to
address large-scale videos from dynamic environments [101]
and casual videos from daily life [98, 54]. However, the
unique characteristics of egocentric videos, such as dynam-
ics, motion blur, and unusual viewpoints, introduce signifi-
cant challenges to 3D understanding. Although many stud-
ies [71, 84, 90, 47, 97, 28, 16] have focused on recovering
3D human poses from egocentric videos, very few works
have been conducted for egocentric perception in a 3D con-
text. A few notable examples are Chen et al.’s [15] study
on egocentric indoor localization based on the Manhattan
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Figure 2. Main Pipeline. Our method estimates the camera poses T and retrieves the query object from each frame ki before query frame
kq . Then, we select the posed frames kpi with peak 2D response that successfully retrieve the query object’s bbox bpi with high confidence
score spi , estimate the depth dpi of these frames, and aggregate A the 3D position [xpi , ypi , zpi ] of the retrieved object to form the final
prediction.

geometry of room layouts, EGO-SLAM [63] that proposed
a SLAM system for outdoor egocentric videos using SfM
over a temporal window, and NeuralDiff [87] and N3F [86]
that developed a dynamic NeRF from egocentric videos to
detect and segment moving objects. Furthermore, Tushar et
al. [59] proposed an approach that links camera poses and
videos to predict human-centric scene context. Our method
leverages the 3D structure and egomotion recovered from
the egocentric video. It fuses multi-view image detections
for enhanced 3D localization of the queried object, which
motivates future developments of a strong VQ3D baseline
for embodied-AI.

Episodic Memory and Embodied AI. Embodied Question
Answering (EQA) [18, 19], is a special case of the video-
language grounding task, where an embodied agent should
answer language questions according to visual observations
in 3D indoor environments. While EQA usually requires the
model to give an answer [8] (e.g. language, video clip, etc.)
to a language query, VQ3D considers image crops of ob-
jects as the query and predicts object displacement as output,
which is more intuitive and fundamental for present com-
puter vision techniques. Such a task setting is also strongly
related to embodied AI problems [18, 14, 3], but they usually
assume the poses are known and operate in stable simulators.
Progress in VQ3D has the potential to adapt embodied AI
techniques to real-world applications.

Egocentric videos Matterport Scan

Figure 3. Egocentric Videos and Matterport Scan. We show
illustrations of the domain gap between Matterport Scan and real
scenes. Matterport Scan may have different illumination, scene
appearance, and missing/low-quality scans. Egocentric videos are
usually dynamic, free of view (FOV), and have fast motion blur,
bringing great challenges for 3D reconstruction and localization.
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3. Method
3.1. Task and Pipeline Overview

First, we formalize the VQ3D task as defined in the
Ego4D Episodic Memory Benchmark [26]. Given an ego-
centric video V , a query object o defined by a single visual
crop v, and a query frame q, the objective is to estimate the
relative displacement vector ∆d = (∆x,∆y,∆z) defining
the 3D location where the query object o was last seen in the
environment, with respect to the reference system defined
by the 3D pose of the query frame q.

To localize a given image query in the video geomet-
rically, we propose a multi-stage pipeline to entangle 2D
information with 3D geometry. First, we perform Struc-
ture from Motion (SfM) [74], which estimates the 3D poses
{T0, ..., TN−1} for all the N video frames {k0, ..., kN−1}.
Second, we feed the frames of an egocentric video V and the
visual crop v with the query object o to a model that retrieves
peak response frames {kp0

, kp1
..., } with corresponding 2D

bounding boxes {bp0
, bp1

..., } of the query object o. Fi-
nally, for each response frames kpi

, we estimate the depth
and back-project the object centroid to 3D using estimated
pose Tkpi

. We recover the world 3D location [x̂, ŷ, ẑ] of
the object by aggregating per response frame pi’s prediction
[xpi

, ypi
, zpi

, spi
]. The final relative displacement vector ∆d

is obtained by projection using Tq with respect to the query
frame q. Figure 2 illustrates an overview of our pipeline.

3.2. Camera Pose Estimation

Estimating the camera poses from egocentric videos is
difficult, but essential for high-level tasks. To recover cam-
era poses, the baseline from Ego4D [26] tried to extract the
features and match them between the sampled renderings
of Matterport Scan and selected frames from the egocentric
videos. However, there is a domain gap between egocen-
tric videos and Matterport scans, as shown in Figure 3, and
already observed in previous works [72, 9], which brings
great difficulties for their camera re-localization. As a re-
sult, the Ego4D [26] baseline mostly fails to match video
frames, leading to inaccurate 3D reconstruction, low num-
ber of Query with Poses (QwP), and low performance in
the VQ3D metrics. To alleviate this issue, we propose to
use COLMAP [74] on the entire sequences and empirically
explore the proper hyperparameters for egocentric videos.
This leads to an improved QwP rate and improves the overall
VQ3D pipeline.

3.3. Visual Queries with 2D Localization

The Video Object Detection from Visual Queries module
aims to locate a query object o defined by a single visual
crop v both spatially and temporally. The VQ3D baseline
proposed by Ego4D [26] builds upon the existing VQ2D
pipeline, which includes object detection and tracking stages.
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Figure 4. Our 2D Object Retrieval Module. The 2D Backbone
F extracts features for both query object o and the input video
stream. A pre-trained RPN [70] with ROI-Align [33] is then used
to generate box proposals and visual features. A Siamese head
is trained to evaluate the similarity between query object features
and proposal features. At inference time, the peak responses in the
score signals will be selected as our response frames.

However, extending VQ2D to 3D may not be optimal due
to the unwieldy and error-prone tracking module, which
produces blurry frames and uncertain tracklets that can drift.
We propose a revised implementation of VQ2D [26, 92] that
prunes the tracker and integrates the detector more closely
with the 3D modules using a multiview inductive bias to
improve the model’s reliability and robustness.

2D Detection. To detect the query object in a video frame
ki, a pre-trained Region Proposal Network (RPN) [69]
with a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [50] backbone
is utilized to generate a set of bounding box proposals
{bi0 , bi1 , ...}. These proposals are then processed through
the RoI-Align operation [33] to extract visual features for
each box {F(bi0),F(bi1), ...}. Meanwhile, we also extract
features F(v) for the visual crop v using the same FPN
backbone. To determine whether the query object is present
in frame ki, a Siamese head S is used to output a similar-
ity score between [0, 1] for all the bounding box propos-
als: {si1 , si2 ...}. Then we select the Top-1 bounding box
proposal as bi for frame ki. Finally we can get a tuple of
{(k0, b0, s0), ..., (kq, bq, sq)} for each video frame before
the query frame, as shown on the plot at the top of Figure 4.

Peak Selection. After smoothing the scores with a median
filter, we search for response peaks and select our response
frames accordingly. As the appearance and disappearance of
an object in a video can result in a peak signal, we hypothe-
size that a local peak signal indicates higher confidence for
the query object o to be present in the video frame. Finally,
we couple the peak response frames with their corresponding
top-1 bounding box proposal and detection similarity score
as follows: {(kp0

, bp0
, sp0

), (kp1
, bp1

, sp1
)..., }.
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1. “Where did I last see object X ?”

Query frame: QResponse track frames: RT

…
video sequence

2. Are RT frames for X available?Fail
N

3. Does at least one of RT frames have camera pose?

Y

Y

4a. Estimate X’s 3D location in the world coordinate system

Fail
N

pred_vec_world

Depth from DPT prediction

4b. Does query frame have camera pose?
Y

pred_vec_Q

N

None

Y

queries with both pred_vec_world and pred_vec_Q
total queries in step 1 

QwP:

L2: L2 Distance between pred_vec_world and gt_vec_world

Angle: Angular error between pred_vec_Q and gt_vec_Q

Succ*:

5. Is pred_vec_world close enough to gt_3D_bbox?
Y

Success

successful queries in step 5
total queries with RT poses in step 4a 

Overall Succ:
successful queries in step 5

total queries in step 1 

Figure 5. VQ3D Evluation Metrics. This flow chart shows how the metrics are calculated for the VQ3D task. The predicted object
location in world’s coordinate system is pred_vec_world. The predicted location of the object in the query frame’s coordinate system is
pred_vec_Q.

3.4. Multi-View Unprojection & Aggregation

Finally, for each posed response frame, we estimate the
3D position for the center of the 2D bounding box. We
estimate the depth maps for the posed response frames using
a pretrained monocular depth estimation network [67]. With
the paired response kpi

and the bounding box bpi
together,

we retrieve the depth dpi
of the object o as the depth value

of its centroid in the depth map. The backprojection of
the 2D position into a 3D displacement vector [xpi , ypi , zpi ]
for posed view kpi is given in Equation (1), where upi , vpi

corresponds to the centroid of the bounding box bpi
and

K is the intrinsic parameters of the camera estimated by
COLMAP. A visual description of this module is shown on
the right side of Figure 2.

[xpi
, ypi

, zpi
, 1]T = Tpi

dpi
K−1[upi

, vpi
, 1]T (1)

Unlike the Ego4D baseline [26] that only uses the last
tracking response, we propose to aggregate information from
multiple points of view to localize the query object o, which
leads to a more accurate estimation of the displacement
vector ∆d more robust to noisy posed views. We make a
simple assumption here that recent multiple appearances of
an object in a short video clip should be geometrically close
to each other in the world coordinate system, in particular,
since the object tends to be static without extensive move-
ment [76, 41, 91]. We defined our aggregation function A
in Equation (2).

[x̂, ŷ, ẑ]T = A([xp0 , yp0 , zp0 , sp0 ]T , ..., [xpi , ypi , zpi , spi ]
T )

(2)
To further fuse the temporal predictions across multiview
robustly, we propose taking the 2D detection confidence, i.e.
the similarity score spi

, into account while fusing multiview.
A higher detection score spi

indicates a higher probability
of the presence of a query object at the specific 3D location.
Practically, we use the weighted average as our aggregation
operator A(xpi

) =
∑

sixpi
.

With the global 3D location of the query object and the
camera pose of query frame Tq known, we can finally give
the prediction for relative displacement vector:

∆d̂ = T−1
q [x̂, ŷ, ẑ, 1]T (3)

4. Experiments

4.1. Ego4D VQ3D Benchmark

Ego4D [26] is a massive-scale egocentric video dataset
and benchmark suite. As a part of the episodic memory
benchmark, the VQ3D task contains 164, 44, and 69 video
clips for train, validation, and test set, respectively. There
are 164 and 264 visual queries in the validation and test sets,
respectively. The video clips typically last from 5 to 10 min-
utes. All those video clips were recorded in indoor scenes
that have been scanned with Matterport devices before. The
ground-truth 3D locations of the objects were annotated by
volunteers in the Matterport scans.
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4.2. Experimental Setup

To be robust to motion blur, we subsample 100 contigu-
ous non-blurry frames from the videos selected by the vari-
ance of Laplacian greater than 100, which will be fed into
COLMAP auto-reconstruction to estimate camera intrinsic
at first. To model the fisheye distortion in egocentric videos,
we choose the RADIAL_FISHEYE camera. We then set the
sequential matcher with window_size = 10 in COLMAP
sparse reconstruction for the whole video. Since the poses
from SfM have the scale ambiguity [32] issue, we align
the COLMAP reconstruction to Matterport scan coordinate
system as post-processing. We render at least three images
from the Matterport scan with known camera poses and then
perform a Sim3 transformation to align the COLMAP co-
ordinate system. The 2D Faster-RCNN [69] backbone is
pretrained on MS-COCO [53] and frozen. We only train the
Siamese head in VQ2D [26] train set. We perform a median
filter with kernel_size = 5 frames and select the detection
peaks [75] supported by peak_width ≥ 3, distance ≥ 25
from the detection score curve. We adopt the DPT [67]
network pretrained on NYU V2 [60] for depth estimation.

4.3. Metrics

For a fair comparison, we use the same metrics as defined
by Ego4D’s baseline [26]. Given the predicted 3D location
and the ground truth object 3D location, Angle corresponds
to its angular error in radians, and L2 corresponds to its
distance error in meters using the root mean square error
(RMSE). QwP represents the query ratio for which we have
pose estimation for both the response frames and the query
frame. The Success metric is formulated as the ratio of query
prediction, whose L2 error is smaller than a threshold, to
total queries. Note that if we fail to estimate the camera pose
for the response frames or the query frame, the correspond-
ing query will be considered as failed directly. The Success∗
means the success metric computed only for queries with
associated pose estimates.

In summary, we provide a detailed flow chart to explain
how the evaluation works in Figure 5. The metrics can be
hence calculated as follows.

QwP =
Queris with both pred_vec_world, pred_vec_Q

Total queries in Step 1

Succ∗ Rate =
Successful queries in Step 5

Total queries with RT camera poses in Step 4a
,

Succ Rate =
Successful queries in Step 5

Total queries in Step 1

4.4. Our Results

We present the main results of our study in Table 1, where
we demonstrate significant improvements in both the valida-
tion and test sets across all metrics. As we had hypothesized,

Method Validation Set
Succ%↑ Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓ QwP%↑

Ego4D [26] 1.22 30.77 5.98 1.6 1.83
Ego4D∗ 73.78 91.45 2.05 0.82 80.49
EgoLoc (ours) 80.49 98.14 1.45 0.61 82.32

Test Server Leaderboard

Ego4D [26] 8.71 51.47 4.93 1.23 15.15
Ego4D∗ 77.27 86.06 2.37 1.14 90.15
EgoLoc (ours) 87.12 96.14 1.86 0.92 90.53
Table 1. Main Results. We show our results on the validation
and test sets of the VQ3D task from the Ego4D Episodic Mem-
ory Benchmark. We compare against Ego4D [26] baseline and
Ego4D∗, an improved baseline by just replacing the camera pose
estimation part to ours.

the low success rate in the Ego4D dataset was largely due
to the low Queries with Poses (QwP) ratio, which serves as
the upper bound for the overall success rate. Without frame
poses, it is impossible to estimate 3D displacement. The low
QwP ratio in Ego4D was caused by their camera pose estima-
tion method, which tried to perform feature matching across
a large domain gap between simulated and real scenes, as can
be seen in the first row of our results in Table 1. Our baseline
of the new proposed pipeline Ego4D∗, by just replacing the
camera pose estimation part of Ego4D, achieved a success
rate of 73.78% and 77.27% in the validation and test sets,
respectively, compared to Ego4D’s 1.22% and 8.71%.

Despite similar QwP values, our proposed aggregation
method demonstrates significant enhancements to the im-
proved Ego4D∗ baseline in terms of overall success, L2
accuracy, and angle accuracy. The use of multi-view fusion
significantly improves localization accuracy, as evidenced
by the reduction in L2 error. These improvements translate
to a 6.71% increase in overall success rate on the validation
set and a 9.85% increase on the test set.

5. Analysis
We conduct an extensive empirical analysis of different

modules on the validation set.

5.1. Ablation Study

VQ2D. Table 2 presents the findings of the analysis con-
ducted on 2D object detection from egocentric videos on the
VQ3D performance. To localize the object in 2D, Ego4D
employs the “Detection and Tracking” strategy, specifically
“LastTrack”. This strategy involves selecting the detection
response peak closest to the query frame (Figure 4), running
the tracker forward and backward to obtain the response
track, and using the last frame from the response track as
the answer to the question “where did I last see object X?”.
However, this approach has limitations, including time and
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Ego4D, L2=1.55 Ours, L2=1.04
(c) Query object: bowl

Ours, L2 = 0.57
(a) Query object: hammer

Ours, L2 = 0.24
(b) Query object: dustbin

Figure 6. Visualization of 2D responses and 3D Localization. We visualize the 2D response detection on the top row with the
corresponding 3D localization below. We backproject the response frame to an example Matterport scan using estimated depth map and
camera poses to show a superposition. The highlighted area is backprojection, and the faded area is groundtruth scene scan. For query (a),
our object detection selection gives the correct bbox while the tracking result from Ego4D has shifted, leading to better 3D localization. For
query (b) , our method shows pretty good localization accuracy, even though the view angle is quite unusual along with severe fisheye
distortion. For query (c), since the wearer is grabbing and moving the bowl, our prediction is shifted a little bit.

VQ2D Succ%↑ Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓ QwP%↑

LastTrack 73.78 91.45 2.05 0.82 80.49
LastDetPeak 78.05 94.41 1.81 0.7 82.32
TopDetPeak 79.88 96.89 1.48 0.51 82.32
DetPeaks 80.49 98.14 1.45 0.61 82.32

Table 2. Ablation study on Detection We ablate on how to use
VQ2D results, comparing selecting the last frame of tracking, last
detection peak or the highest detection response peak. Our EgoLoc
pipeline utilizes multiple detection peaks for aggregation.

computation overheads, blurry response, objects being far
from the center of the frame, and difficulties in depth estima-
tion for backprojection to 3D.

Our study focuses more on the confidence and precision
of the question “where did I last see object X?”. To this
end, the “LastTrack” approach is compared to “LastDetPeak”
(selecting the last peak), “TopDetPeak” (selecting the high-
est peak), and “DetPeaks” (selecting multi-peak responses
motivated by multiview aggregation). The results indicate
that even considering one peak can enhance the “LastTrack”
approach from 73.78% to 78.05%. Furthermore, our “Det-
Peaks” outperforms the other approaches, achieving a Top-1
performance of over 80% in overall success.

VQ2D GT. Furthermore, the VQ3D benchmark, which is a
subset of VQ2D data, includes ground truth tracking anno-
tations for the query object’s last appearance. To evaluate
the pipeline, peak responses are substituted as ground truth
tracking since ground truth (GT) does not have scores from
detection. The study ablates on the last GT frame and multi-

VQ2D Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓

Last GT Track 98.04 1.22 0.41
Mean GT Track 98.69 1.17 0.41
EgoLoc (on GT 2D Track) 97.39 1.47 0.64

Table 3. Compared to GT 2D Tracking. We compare our results
based on the ground truth 2D annotation, i.e., ground truth tracking
result for the last appearance of the query object. *Since different
2D response frames will affect the QwP ratio, we only compare
the queries where both GT response frames and detection peak
frames have camera poses to ensure only 2D detection accuracy
will influence the relative localization accuracy.

view mean of GT frame strategy. The results, as presented
in Table 3, demonstrate that ground truth 2D annotations
can decrease the object localization shift, with reduced L2
and angular error. However, even though it achieves the
highest success rate, the overall success rate is only 0.61%
higher than that of Detection Peaks. This finding indicates
that the 2D object retrieval module has almost reached sat-
uration compared to the camera pose estimation. Although
the current Siamese detector still lacks 2D detection accu-
racy [26, 92], we are approaching the upper bound of poten-
tial improvements gained from 2D object retrieval. Because
2D metrics in pixels, e.g., IoU, tend to be stricter than current
3D metrics in meters.

Multiview Aggregation. The simplest way to do backpro-
jection for object o in 3D is taking one single response for
Equation (1). However, since our pipeline is multi-stage,
prediction from one single frame could be fragile to the
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View
Aggregation Succ%↑ Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓ QwP%↑

Last 78.05 94.41 1.81 0.7 82.32
Mean 79.88 97.52 1.53 0.66 82.32
NMS 79.88 96.89 1.43 0.5 82.32
Det Weighted 80.49 98.14 1.45 0.61 82.32

Table 4. Ablation Study on Multi-View Aggregation We ablate
different ways to aggregate the 3D prediction from multi-view 2D
responses. Weighted aggregation based on detection confidence is
what EgoLoc pipeline utilizes

errors we accumulated in each module. Aggregating 3D
displacements predicted from multiview strengthens the 3D
precision.

In Table 4, given the response peaks, we ablate on differ-
ent multiview aggregation functions A. “Mean” is the most
straightforward and naive way where we set A = mean.
“DetWeighted” is our proposed method to fuse 3D predic-
tions from multiview peaks based on 2D object retrieval
confidence. “Non Maximum Suppression (NMS)” is in-
spired by the 2D detection field [25] where we select the
3D prediction point with the highest confidence score and
fuse it with the neighborhood points also by the confidence
score. In this way, the predicted locations with low confi-
dence and far away from Top-1 won’t be considered, but the
final prediction still benefits from multiview.

As we have found from Table 4, Mean and NMS give
a comparable performance. But the best performance, a
boost of 2.44%, is observed from the proposed detection
confidence fusion.

Triangulation Succ%↑ Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓ QwP%↑

DetPeaks 56.1 67.7 6.2 1.16 82.32
TrackGT 56.71 71.9 4.88 1.26 81.1
DPT 80.49 98.14 1.45 0.61 82.32

Table 5. Ablation study on Depth Estimation We try to do N-
view triangulation given the 2D responses for the same 3D object
across multiple known posed images. TrackGT is the 2D tracking
ground truth annotation for the last appearance. DPT [67] is used
in EgoLoc’s triangulation.

Depth Estimation. We adopt the off-the-shelf monocular
depth estimation network, DPT [67], robust to blurry and
fisheye distortion, to get a smooth depth estimation for the ob-
ject. However, since we have paired 2D points with camera
poses {(kp0

, bp0
, Tp0

), (kp1
, bp1

, Tp1
)..., } for peak frames,

it’s also possible to estimate the depth d from multi-view
geometry by triangulation [32] if we have detected more
than one peak response. This can be done by solving the
combined equation system consisting of Equation 1 from
each view.

At first, we use the camera intrinsic estimated by
COLMAP to undistort the images. Then, we have tried to

Method Test Server Leaderboard
Succ%↑ Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓ QwP%↑

Ego4D baseline 8.71 51.47 4.93 1.23 15.15
+Egocentric SfM 77.27 86.06 2.37 1.14 90.15
+Last Detection 81.06 90.35 2.20 1.24 90.53
+Detection Peak 85.61 94.98 1.85 1.24 90.53
+MV-Peaks Average 86.36 95.37 1.94 1.19 90.53
+MV-Peaks Weighted 87.12 96.14 1.86 0.92 90.53

Table 6. Full Ablations. We list the performance of adding each
module in EgoLoc compared to the Ego4D [26] baseline. MV refers
to multi-view. EgoLoc utilizes weighted multi-view aggregation
based on multiple detection peaks (+MV-Peaks Weighted ).

use our detected response peaks and groundtruth 2D tracking
to triangulate. As shown in Table 5, we find a catastrophic
drop in L2, angle, and overall performance. Even triangula-
tion from groundtruth 2D bboxes is just slightly better than
using detection peaks but still has a massive localization L2
error as large as 4.88.

We think the reason comes two-fold: 1) Triangulation, as
a naive approach, is sensitive to the quality of undistortion
and view consistency, while the distortion coefficients and
camera poses estimated by COLMAP are not precise enough;
2) Also, the short baseline due to the small translation with
fast rotation commonly seen in egocentric videos brings
extra difficulties for a numerically stable solution.

Complete Ablations. We present a more complete and uni-
fied ablation in Table 6. It shows that each module provides
an improvement over Ego4D baseline on test set. Though
the most significant gain is brought by our adaption of Ego-
centric SfM, our other modules also have nontrivial contri-
butions to further improve by about 10%. Our final model
MV-Peaks Weighted uses the weighted average predictions
from confident peak detections along with egocentric SfM.

Scene Variance. We notice that the absolute success rate
in validation and test set has big differences, comparing
Ego4D’s 1.22% with 8.71%, our 77.44% with 86.36% in
Table 1. So we ablate our method’s performance across
different scenes in Table 7. We find that the QwP is dominat-
ing the overall performance, especially for the hard scene,
Bakery, where COLMAP only gets poses for 44.12% of
queries. Also, the variance of L2 in different scenarios is
also significant. This implies that egocentric videos recorded
in different scenes and activities may have very different
characteristics, making the VQ3D task more challenging.

Visualization. We provide the visualization results for some
queries in Figure 6. For query (a), Ego4D’s detection and
tracking strategy does not perform well. It may detect the
wrong object at one previous frame and keep tracking it, or
the tracker may lose track of the correct object. Our method,
instead, considers multiview peaks with confidence, thus
providing more accurate object recognition and localization.
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Scene Succ%↑ Succ*%↑ L2↓ Angle↓ QwP%↑

All 80.49 98.14 1.45 0.61 82.32
Scooter mechanic 31 91.89 97.3 1.35 0.5 94.59
Baker 32 41.18 96.77 1.68 0.76 44.12
Carpenter 33 82.14 100 1.48 1 82.14
Bike mechanic 34 96.43 100 1.43 0.48 96.43

Table 7. Variance of Egocentric Scenes. We show EgoLoc’s
results on some scenes from Ego4D [26]. Different scenes have
completely different room layouts, lighting, and human activities,.
This is part of the challenge of VQ3D.

However, query (c) also shows a flaw in our assumption that
the object tends to be static across multiple peak responses.
Here since the wearer is interacting with the bowl, the fu-
sion from other views shifts the weighted average prediction
floating above the table.

5.2. Discussions and Insights

Our investigation into VQ3D has revealed several key is-
sues, highlighting avenues for further research. Our camera
pose estimation remains a bottleneck, and developing robust
SfM/SLAM algorithms for dynamic egocentric videos is
a crucial next step. Furthermore, an end-to-end learning-
based solution for camera and object re-localization could
have applications in online settings, such as wearable AI
assistants. Constructing a 4D episodic memory of the dy-
namic 3D environment is another promising direction. Our
work represents a new starting point for further research in
egocentric 3D understanding. Ultimately, we hope that our
work will serve as a new starting point for further research
in this field. And we believe that further investigation in
VQ3D could yield interesting and valuable insights toward
egocentric 3D understanding.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
In this work, we have presented a reformulation of the

VQ3D task and a modular pipeline that leads to significant
improvements on the Ego4D VQ3D benchmark. Through
numerous experiments and ablations, we have validated our
proposed methodology and demonstrated its effectiveness.
Nevertheless, we recognize that this is just the first step to-
wards addressing the challenges of 4D understanding and
we anticipate further research in this direction. Additionally,
our successful methods and strategies may be applied to
classical vision tasks in video understanding, offering new
possibilities for leveraging 3D knowledge in such settings.
We believe that these developments will contribute to a better
understanding of complex dynamic scenes and help unlock
new applications in fields such as robotics, autonomous driv-
ing, and augmented/virtual reality.
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